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1.Introduction 
In this era, monitoring system has become very 

important not just for security purposes but can serve 

as an input for smart system development. An 

effective monitoring system not only capable in 

continuous monitoring of the surrounding but can 

also give an early warning in case of emergency or 

occurrence of undesired event, as well as providing 

accurate environmental condition at area of interest at 

any time. Conventional monitoring system such as 

the use of CCTV and personnel with detection dog or 

hand-carried sensor devices, have become 

increasingly outdated and is unsuitable for 

monitoring large areas, confined or tight spaces such 

as ventilation ducts [1] and in dangerous or harsh 

environment such as facilities with high radiation 

exposure (e.g.: nuclear plant), toxic gas leak or 

sewers where bacteria and diseases are rampant. This 

method of monitoring may pose risks of danger, 

pollution, diseases and other negative effects towards 

the human and animals involved.  
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Furthermore, the hand-carried devices used can’t be 

deployed over extended period of time for continuous 

monitoring. The use of CCTVs also has its 

limitations, where it is inflexible as it cannot monitor 

large areas, cannot be installed in all areas such as air 

ventilation system, and when installed in a room, it 

cannot be moved unless dismantled. Furthermore, 

CCTV is known to have blind spots. Large number of 

CCTVs are needed to cover a wide and large area, 

which increases the investment cost. The cost for 

installation, purchase and CCTV maintenance also 

contributes in the high investment cost of this system.  

 

2.Literature review 
To solve the problems related to conventional CCTV 

monitoring, researchers have come up with many 

solutions, and one of it is the use rover or mobile 

robot [2]. Mobile robots or rovers that are currently 

available on the market are either too expensive [2] 

and bulky or inadequate for complete monitoring. 

Some also rely on laptop or PC to monitor [3]. For 

example, the work in [4] is designed coastal 

monitoring [5] designed a mobile robot for mowing, 

both of which due to its size and application, are well 

above USD 500. While both of these systems are 
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properly equipped with the appropriate sensors, these 

rovers can’t be used to monitor tight and confined 

spaces such as the air vent and the design is too big.  

The system in [6−8] is a small and compact rover 

system but with limited capability whereby there is 

only one on board sensor and both are not equipped 

with camera to assist the monitoring activity. 

Whereas, the system described in [9,10] only have 

camera but lacks other sensor to monitor the actual 

condition of the environment. Other compact sized 

rover such as [11, 7] and require the use of laptop or 

PC to visualize or operate the rover. To solve the 

existing problems, the mobile robot or rover needs to 

be able to monitor the condition of the environment 

and compact in size to move in   locations that is 

difficult to access and preferably with lower cost. 

Therefore, instead of posing unnecessary risk towards 

the life of humans and animals in dangerous 

environments, this rover can be used as an alternative 

to pinpoint and assess damaged areas as well as to 

perform monitoring as preventive maintenance. 

Furthermore, the gathered data needs to be stored for 

the purpose of reporting, trend monitoring and further 

analysis. 

 

This study involves the development of an IoT based, 

compact sized rover for monitoring of tight, confined 

spaces, produced at a lower cost, and equipped with 

sensors for data collection, navigation and camera for 

surveillance. The IoT technology basically is a 

system of physical objects that have physical 

connectivity and communication through IP address 

between webs to empower gadgets and objects [12]. 

Therefore, the idea is to have all the onboard sensors, 

as well as other components of the rover to be 

connected and available on the internet for fast and 

real-time remote environmental monitoring. To 

realize the IoT technology, a mobile application will 

also be developed as a graphical user interface (GUI) 

that is able to control the rover and display sensor’s 

data as well as camera image.  

 

3.Methodology 
The development of the rover is accomplished in four 

phases. The first phase in the concept design. To 

identify the specifications of the environmental 

monitoring mini rover, literature studies have been 

conducted to identify the weaknesses of conventional 

surveillance systems and current state-of the-art of 

environmental monitoring. Focus will be given to the 

development of a compact sized mobile based rover 

for accessing spaces that are difficult to access (e.g.: 

ventilation, air duct, etc.) at a low cost, capable to 

perform and gather data for a basic monitoring of the 

environmental surrounding. Cost constraint was also 

set as the main aim is to produce a low-cost rover. 

The second phase is the hardware selection and 

development based on the specification set in the first 

phase and the third phase is the software 

development. The software development involved 

programming of the individual hardware as well as 

development of the mobile application for 

manoeuvring the rover and environmental data 

monitoring. Final phase of the study is the testing 

phase, whereby the rover is deployed to gather 

information of its surrounding. 

 

3.1Hardware 

As mentioned above, the focus chosen for this mini 

environmental monitoring rover is for the use in 

facilities at risk of exposure to radiation, during toxic 

gas leak, or use in sewage and air vent areas where 

they can be used for monitoring purposes or to detect 

damage. The block diagram of the overall IoT based 

rover system is as shown in Figure 1. 

 

A small size robot is required, as well as a 

functioning system for detecting air quality and gas 

concentration, and to detect abnormal temperature 

changes, as well as cameras to detect damage using 

image data. Therefore, the rover will be equipped 

with temperature sensors, air quality sensors and 

humidity sensor based on the focus of application, as 

well as ultrasonic sensor to detect obstacles around 

the robot.  Figure 2. shows the individual hardware 

component of the proposed system. Table 1 list the 

cost for each of the component. Based on the cost, 

the rover can be considered low cost with total cost 

of RM 462.40 (around USD 100). 

 

A Raspberry Pi system is used as the central platform 

and data transmission to connects the sensors, motors 

as well as the camera. Raspberry Pi is selected also 

due to its ability in providing distinctive Wi-Fi 

module. The advantage of this is, as it is a 

microcomputer with Wi-Fi functionality, it can be 

used as a server during the system run. Model used in 

this project is Raspberry Pi 3B+, that is among of the 

latest model in the market. Arduino also is used in 

this project as a slave to the Raspberry Pi system, 

which act as the master. I2C communication is 

implemented between the Raspberry Pi and Arduino. 

All the analog sensors (temperature& humidity and 

air quality sensors) is connected to the Arduino since 

the Raspberry Pi does not have the analog input port. 

All four of the ultrasonic sensors are also connected 

to the Arduino. The motor driver and Pi camera [10] 
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[13] are connected directly on to the Raspberry Pi 

board. 

 

For the temperature & humidity sensor, the type used 

is DHT-11 [14]. It is connected to the GPIO port of 

Raspberry Pi and Adafruit DHT is used to read both 

the humidity and temperature values, before 

displaying the values for monitoring. The DHT-11 

would detect any changes in temperature and 

humidity with resolution of 0.1
o
C and 0.1%, 

respectively. Another temperature sensor, DS18B20, 

with a wider detection range compared to the DHT-

11 was also used, to detect a higher temperature 

change. 

 

The air quality sensor used in this study is the MQ-

135 [15, 16]. The MQ-135 sensor is used in this 

study to detect the presence of venomous gases, and 

this model specifically is suitable for detecting or 

measuring of Ammonia (NH3), Mono-Nitrogen 

Oxide (NOx), Alcohol, Benzene, Smoke and carbon 

dioxide (CO2). However, even though the MQ-135 is 

capable in detecting these various gases, it needs to 

be calibrated to accurately detect the presence of a 

certain type of gas.  Different gas will have a 

different equation and conversion parameters in order 

to know the concentration of a particular gas in ppm 

(parts-per-million). However, in this study, the aim is 

not to accurately know the concentration of a 

particular gas, but to give warning if there is presence 

of any harmful gases. Therefore, the output value of 

the MQ-135 sensor is simply converted into a 

percentage conductivity, whereby the higher 

percentage of conductivity reflects a high harmful gas 

concentration in the surrounding.   

 

 

 
Figure 1 Block diagram of the overall system architecture of the IoT based environmental monitoring rover 

 

 
Figure 2 Hardware of the environmental monitoring rover 
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Table 1 Cost of each component of the rover 

Item 

 

Cost (RM) 

Ultrasonic sensor  

 

3.30 

MQ135 Sensor 

 

 

10 

DHT-11 Sensor 

 

6.50 

Arduino  

 

39 

Car Chasis + Motor 

 

216.6 

Raspberry Pi 

 

 

160 

Pi Camera 

 

 

19.50 

Total 

 
RM 462.4 

   

 
Figure 3 The flowchart of the rover system 

 
3.2Software 

The main programming of this study comprises 

sending data from sensors to cloud databases, 

sending data from cloud to site and using PHP 

programming, and Java programming to develop 

mobile phone applications capable of retrieving data 

and displaying the data as well as being able to send 

data to database. Data from sensors are sent to cloud 

(MySQL) database and can be accessed at any time 

for further analysis. Android Studio was used to 

develop the smartphone apps. The reading of sensor 

and motor control algorithm within the Raspberry Pi 

is written with Python language. The overall flow of 

the system is as shown in Figure 3. The system will 

continuously read the sensor values until there is a 

system interrupt, such as reset and/or power button 

has been pressed. Whenever there are values that 

exceeded any of the set threshold, notification will be 

sent to the user as a warning. The threshold set for 

temperature, humidity, air quality (conductivity) and 

distance from obstacles are, 40
o
, 90%, 40% and 5 cm 

respectively. 

 

The rover and smartphone app can only be used when 

both are connected under the same Wi-Fi. This is 

because the server and the database have been 

downloaded in the Raspberry-Pi used in the Rover 

development. Therefore, when the smartphone app is 

not connected to Raspberry-Pi / Rover, the database 

and server are inaccessible. Therefore, the 
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smartphone app is unable to change the contents of 

the table in the database to control the rover nor 

retrieve data from the database to be displayed in the 

smartphone app, as well as access the display on the 

website that showcases the camera’s visuals. 

 

4.Results and discussion 
Figure 4 illustrates the prototype of the proposed 

rover with (left) and without (right) the enclosed 

cover, and Figure 5 shows the 3D design of the 

protection cover of the rover and to secure the camera 

position of the rover. The 3D design software used 

for the drawing is Blender. The chassis of this 

prototype was used to gather data and conduct the 

monitoring of several environmental surroundings. 

 

All the sensors onboard were calibrated before the 

rover was assembled. 

 

  
Figure 4 Prototype of the environmental monitoring rover 

 

 
Figure 5 3D CAD drawing of the protection cover of the rover 

 

4.1 Air quality monitoring  

Experiment was performed using two different types 

of materials which are nail polisher and cigarette 

lighter. Nail polisher is an alcohol-based ingredient 

and cigarette lighter releases butane gas when is it 

light up. The rover was controlled to approach the 

gas sources (separately) at three different distances, 

which are 1 cm, 5 cm and distance more than 5 cm up 

to 15 cm within a time frame of 30s. The time frame 

chosen is very short because gas toxicity spread 

quickly in air. İn order to get the most reliable 

reading, the experiment needs to be conducted 

quickly. The experiment was repeated within the 

perimeter of the source of pollution, using the same 
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distance. The MQ-135 air quality sensor readings of 

the experiment conducted are as shown in Figure 6. 

The test was done in an enclosed room with the fan 

switched-off to obtain more accurate air quality 

readings. The graph shows that percentage of 

conductivity will increase when the distance of the 

gas source is closer. 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Air quality sensor reading from the MQ-135 sensor 

 

4.2 Temperature and humidity monitoring 

Based on the datasheet, Humidity and Temperature 

Sensor DHT11 is able to detect relative humidity of 

20-90% and temperature from 0-50 ° C. The rover 

was controlled to roam around the Faculty of 

Engineering and Built Environment (FKAB), UKM 

at 2.30 pm to collect the humidity data of the faculty 

and the result is as shown in Figure 7. 

 

DHT-11 also provide temperature value and the 

temperature value was acceptable as well. However, 

the DHT 11 has a limited temperature range. Because 

one of the focus of application of this rover is to 

monitor the area of radiation-risk 

facilities/surroundings, and there is a possibility for a 

high temperature fluctuation in the area, therefore, 

temperature range detected by the DHT-11 sensor is 

not suitable. Thus, the DS18B20 Temperature Sensor 

is also mounted on the rover, and has been used due 

to its temperature detection range between -55 ° C to 

135 ° C. 

 

4.3 Mobile application 

The smart phone app used in this system has been 

developed using Android Studio. The mobile app 

interfaces are shown in Figure 8. The developed 

application comes with a button for steering the rover 

movement towards the FRONT, BACK, LEFT and 

RIGHT. It also comes with a ‘connect’ button for 

viewing from the video from the camera and 

displaying it on the interface. The pi camera managed 

to provide a satisfaction quality of resolution for the 

user to monitor the site.  The rover can still be 

controlled if the camera is not displayed on the apps 

itself. Camera control button and display button are 

placed in the same interface as the rover movement 

buttons to help users to move the rover and monitor 

the surroundings to facilitate mobility, as well as for 

visual monitoring. Then the ‘sensor data’ button, 

once clicked, leads to the next interface, which 

displays the data from the sensors used, in a timely 

manner. Data from sensors can help in monitoring the 

environment parameters. 
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Figure 7 Humidity sensor reading from the DHT-11 sensor 

 
Figure 8 The developed mobile apps user interface 

 

5. Discussion 
Based on the sensor reading of air quality at the two 

tested location, the closer the rover is to the source of 

the pollution, the higher percentage of conductivity 

due to the high concentration of toxicity. The further 

away the rover form the source, the lower the 

conductivity value. The value from 10 to 15 cm 

reading is roughly the same because the alcohol and 

butane has dispersed to the air making the 

concentration lower. Further than 15 cm, the sensor 

can still detect some percentage of pollution in the 

air, which was about 20% of the gas toxicity that was 

detected. This experiment shows the importance of 

having a mobile rover to carry out hazardous 

environment monitoring because if human were to 

carried out the task, the person needs to be very close 

to the source of the toxic gas to detect location of gas 

leakage or toxic waste.  Humidity sensing feature of 
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this rover contributed by the DHT-11 sensor, was 

satisfying as compared to the typical Malaysia 

humidity data provided by www.timeanddate.com, 

whereby the humidity should be between 65% to 

85% depending on the location and time of day. İn 

the case of the experiment, the humidity was 72% at 

an unenclosed spaced (faculty foyer) and at an 

average of 86% in the faculty’s restroom. 

Temperature of the surrounding can also be 

monitored, and can be viewed via the mobile 

application developed specific for the rover. 

 

5.1 Limitation 

Major limitation to the current system is the battery 

life. The system is design to be light weight and have 

very minimal feature, but at the same time capable to 

perform basic monitoring, to avoid consuming too 

much power from the battery. At the moment, the 

system is utilizing 12 V AA battery abd only capable 

of 10 to 15 minutes monitoring runtime, at an 

average of 80% PWM. This means that the system, 

and monitoring distance very much dependent on the 

capabilities of the battery. The system also is lacking 

a sensor that is capable in detecting any form of 

ionizing radiation such as Geiger counter, an 

important feature if the rover is to be used to monitor 

hazardous environment.   

 

6. Conclusion  
The Environmental Monitoring Rover based on IoT 

technology has been successfully developed. The 

Rover is equipped with four types of sensors to detect 

temperature, humidity and air quality sensors 

parameters such as DS18B20 temperature sensors, 

DHT11 humidity sensors and MQ-135 air quality 

sensors as well as sensors to realize autonomous 

basics by detecting obstacles in front, rear, left and 

right of the rover, 4 HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors. The 

sensors used have been tested and undergo 

calibration. All the monitoring sensors chosen 

performed well and suitable to be used for the 

application of interest. The sensors, cameras and 

motors are connected to the Raspberry Pi, applying 

an IoT technology making monitoring the 

environmental condition of a confined and tight space 

simple and easy for area such as the ventilation duct 

and system, which are difficult to monitor. 

 

For future improvement of this environmental 

monitoring rover, autonomous movement capabilities 

to the rover system will be added on top of the 

manual control. This will enable the system to 

become a partial unmanned system where monitoring 

can be performed without supervision. The rover 

function will be diversified and optimized by adding 

other sensors suitable for monitoring hazardous 

environment such as an Arduino-based Geiger 

counter which is capable in detection ionizing 

radiation.  
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